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OCPS Distance Learning Packet   
Grade 5 Social Studies 

Standard 
SS.5.C.3.1:  Describe the organizational structure (legislative, executive, judicial branches) and powers 
of the federal government as defined in Articles I, II, and III of the U.S. Constitution. 

 

Task  Instructions  

Preview Text  
● Preview the vocabulary, (Legislative, Judicial, Executive).  
● Preview the text, The Branches of Government. 

 

Read the 
Text  

● Read the text,The Branches of Government. 
● Annotate (mark the text) as you read to make meaning of the text. 

Chart 
Analysis 

● Observe the chart in the text.  
● List on your paper, what do you see? (Evidence) 
● List on your paper, what does this make you think? (Inference) 
● List on your paper any questions you may still have. (Questions) 

Write   ● Why are the three branches of government important?  

 
**If your student needs assistance with any of the content presented in these lessons, please contact their 
teacher. All Orange County Public School teachers are committed to supporting our students throughout this 
distance learning experience. Thank you for all that you do to maintain a strong School/Home connections. 

 
Standard 

SS.5.C.3.1:  Describe the organizational structure (legislative, executive, judicial branches) and powers of the 
federal government as defined in Articles I, II, and III of the U.S. Constitution. 
 

Vocabulary 
Legislative  The legislative branch is in charge of making laws. 

Judicial   The Judicial branch is responsible for interpreting and applying existing laws to the cases 
that come before it.  

Executive  The branch of federal and state government that is broadly responsible for implementing, 
supporting, and enforcing the laws made by the legislative branch and interpreted by the 
judicial branch.  
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The Branches of Government  

 

 
 

 

 
The framers, or writers, of the U.S. Constitution wanted to form a government that did not allow one person to 
have too much authority or control. While under the rule of the British king they learned that this could be a 
bad system. Under the Articles of Confederation, the United States’ first constitution, the country learned that 
there was a need for a strong centralized government. 

With this in mind the framers wrote the Constitution to provide for a separation of powers, or three separate 
branches of government. Each has its own responsibilities and at the same time they work together to make 
the country run smoothly and to assure that the rights of citizens are not ignored or disallowed. This is done 
through checks and balances. A branch may use its powers to check the powers of the other two in order to 
maintain a balance of power among the three branches of government. 

The three branches of the U.S. Government are the legislative, executive, and judicial.  

The Legislative Branch 
The legislative branch of government is made up of the Congress and some government agencies, such as 
the Government Printing Office and Library of Congress that provide assistance to and support services for 
the Congress. Article I of the Constitution established this branch and gave Congress the power to make laws. 
Congress has two parts, the House of Representatives and the Senate. 
 
The Executive Branch 
The executive branch of Government makes sure that the laws of the United States are obeyed. The President 
of the United States is the head of the executive branch of government. This branch is very large so the 
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President gets help from the Vice President, department heads (Cabinet members), and heads of independent 
agencies. 

● President: Leader of the country and commands the military. 
● Vice President: President of the Senate and becomes President if the President can no longer do the 

job.  
● Departments: Department heads advise the President on issues and help carry out policies.  
● Independent Agencies: Help carry out policy or provide special services. 

 
The Judicial Branch 
The judicial branch  of government is made up of the court system. The Supreme Court is the highest court in 
the land. Article III of the Constitution established this Court. Congress has the power to create all other 
federal courts. Courts decide arguments about the meaning of laws, how they are applied, and whether or not 
they go against the Constitution. 

 
Source: Civics in a Snap 
 
 
Observe the chart in the text.  
 
● List on your paper, what do you see? (Evidence) 

 
● List on your paper, what does this make you think? (Inference) 

 
● List on your paper any questions you may still have. (Questions) 

 
 
 
Write: Why are the three branches of government so important?  
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